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Airways has flown its first class passengers on to a hybrid engine plane as part of a £90 million programme of engine upgrades.
It's also planning to start trial flights on a supersonic plane next year. The hybrid plane is an all new one, which means this
particular plane won't actually be used at BA. The BA mainline first class cabin has long been one of the slowest airplanes on
the planet: it averages 0.18 knots, or 0.23 mph. The new hybrid plane will improve on that 0.24 mph. It's also a Boeing 787-9
Dreamliner, and BA has been looking to improve its cabin-for-cabin, using newer planes like this as a testbed. It's not the first
time BA has been using planes designed for other airlines, as Emirates has used Boeing 787s as well. Gizmodo's Craig Kanarick
did some tests on this plane and has some interesting reports, including: That's just one thing. The Airbus planes are also
catching up, but they're still a long way off. At the Paris Air Show this week, Airbus unveiled the new A330neo-II - a stretched
version of its popular widebody - that will feature new engines too. It's not planned for commercial service at the moment, but is
expected to enter service a little later than the 787 in mid-2015. This is just one small step. Yes, the first class lounge at BA's
new Heathrow terminal is pretty nice, but it's not really what you'd call the most comfortable: it's in a remote corner, with lots of
walkways to get to. BA has also stated that it's planning to add a premium economy area, although that one is a little more of a
wait-and-see situation. So make of it what you will, but BA is slowly, but surely putting a premium in its first class to compete
with the likes of American Airlines and Finnair. [BA via Ken Sanden]Vijay Kashyap By Express News Service HYDERABAD:
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